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J. Phys: Condens. Matter 3 (1991) 87074714, Printed in the UK 

Resonance Auger and autoionization processes in solid 
lanthanum after 4d + 4f resonant excitation by synchrotron 
radiation 

0-P Sairanen, S h e l a  and A Kivimfiki 
Department of Physics, University of Oulu, SF-90670 Oulu, Finland 

*Ned 13 June 1991 

Abstract. The decay processes of metallic lanthanum after resonant 4d 3 4f excitation 
by synchrotron radiation have been studied by means of electron spectmsmpy. Excitation 
10 the 4d94f1(3D~) state. which is below the 4d ionization threshold, was found to decay 
predominantly through Nq,sO2,30&3 and Nq,s02,3V spectator resonance processes. The 
energy shift relative to the corresponding normal Auger energies was 1.6f0.3 eV in the 
case of NO0 resonance Auger decay, whereas no energy shift was found for the NOV 
resonance Auger electrons. The excitation to the main 4d + 4f giant resonance was 
found to decay through autoionization leading lo a one-hole final state 5s-1 or 5p-', 
or through normal Auger processes. Autoionization processes are strong on the low 
energy side of the resonance, but when the excitation energy increases, normal Auger 
pmcesscs become more and more dominant, indicating a change in the nature of the 
giant resonance. 

1. Introduction 

The absorption spectra of rare-earth elements are characterized by a group of weak 
narrow absorption peaks below the oneelectron 4d ionization threshold and by a 
broad strong maximum close to the threshold [l-31. This maximum is called a giant 
resonance and it is interpreted as a multiplet of the discrete 4d -+ 4f excitation that 
is raised into the rf  continuum by exchange interaction. The large overlap between 
the occupied 4d and unoccupied 4f wavefunctions results in a strong coupling of the 
4d core-excited [4d1"4f" + 4d9 (4f,cf)"+'] states with the 4f ionization (4f" + 4f"-', 
€1) continua and is held responsible for the broadening of these multiplet lines and 
the asymmetric profiles of the resonance [&lo]. 

The 4d -+ (4f,cf) resonance excitation can decay through three principal channels: 
(i) the excited electron tunnels through the potential barrier leading to an excited 

ionic 4d-' state which predominantly decays via the normal Auger process, 
(U) the excited electron takes directly part in the decay process via autoionization 

(direct recombination) leading to the emission of an electron from one of the Ss, Sp, 
4f core levels or the valence band, or 

(iii) the excited electron remains as a spectator during the recombination process 
which is called a resonance Auger process. 

In the autoionization process the energy of the ejected (Ss, 5p, 4f or valence) 
electron is the same as if it had been produced by direct photoionization so in the 
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photoelectron spectrum these processes should be seen as enhanced intensity of the 
corresponding photopeaks [ll, 121. The resonance Auger structure should appear 
in the spectrum like the corresponding normal Auger structure with slightly shifted 
kinetic energies [ll,  121. 

Different decay channels are related to the nature of the resonance. A tunneling 
process (followed by normal Auger ejection) is typical for a shape resonance, whereas 
an autoionization and a resonance Auger process are connected to a discrete reso- 
nance. Therefore the change in the relative strength of different channels also gives 
information about the change in the nature of the excitation in different parts of the 
giant resonance region. 

The purpose of this work is to study the decay channels of 4d + 41 resonantly 
excited metallic lanthanum. In particular we like to show that the resonance Auger de- 
cay process found earlier e.g. in rare gases [13-161 and some molecules [ll, 12,17, U] 
can be an important decay channel also in solid state elements. Among the rare-earth 
lanthanum [Xe(Sd6~)~] is of particular interest because it has an empty 4f orbital in 
the ground state. The interaction between the excited electron and other electrons 
is thus weaker than in the other rare-earth elements. The resonance Auger effect is 
therefore expected to be stronger and easier to Observe in the experimental spectra. 
The decay channels of solid La (in LaB,) after 4d + 4f resonant excitations have 
earlier been discussed by Aono er ai [19,20]. We shall study the decay processes in 
more detail and arrive at somewhat different results. Different partial cross sections 
of atomic La have been recently studied both experimentally (Richter er a1 [21]) and 
theoretically (Amusia er ai [22]). Dzionk er ai [U] have also recently studied the 
decay channels of atomic La by photo-ion spectroscopy. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The measuremen& were carried out at MAX synchrotron radiation laboratoly in Lund, 
Sweden, using the 4.7 m toroidal grating monochromator with a 1200 I/mm laminar 
grating. The bandwidth of the monochromatized light was less than 0.5 eV: The 
spectra were recorded with a commercial double pass cylindrical mirror analyser 
applying a constant 20 eV pass energy which gives a spectrometer resolution of about 
0.3 e\! 

The lanthanum sample was evaporated on a tantalum substrate in sifu from a 
tungsten wire. The background pressure during the measurements was 4-SxlO-'" 
mbar and the purity of the sample was controllcd regularly by recording the photo- 
electron spectrum. A small oxygen 2p signal was detected but it remained constant 
during the course of the measurements and gave us a good reference for intensity 
comparison. In order to study the decay channels we measured the electron spectra 
of La using photon energies below, at, and above the main giant resonance. TO deter- 
mine the 4d -+ 4f resonant energies we also recorded an electron yield spectrum with 
a constant-final-state method i.e. by scanning the photon energy through the range of 
the giant resonance and by measuring the intensity of (in this case) 10 eV secondary 
electrons. Electron yield spectra have been shown to be analogous to photoabsorption 
spectra 1241 so they also reveal the sharp absorption fine structure below the main 
resonance. 
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Fkure 1. The original electron spectra of la measured with 100 eV, 101.7 eV, 10s CY 
110 eV, 113 eV, 116 eV, 119.5 eV and 140 eV photons. Full a w e  corresponds to the 
estimated background. 

3. Results and discussion 

Solid state spectra are typically characterized by a relatively high background which 
increases towards lower kinetic energies and is caused by inelastically scattered eleo 
trons. The lineshape of Auger and photoelectron lines is a DoniaoSunjiC shape [q 
instead of a symmetrical (Loremian) lineshape. Tb eliminate the inconvenience of 
the asymmetry in the lines when comparing the intensities of different peaks it was 
taken into account in the background estimation. The background was assumed to in- 
crease proportionally to the integrated intensity on going from higher to lower kinetic 
energies in the spectrum. Furthermore, each increment was supposed to decrease ex- 
ponentially. This 'continuous' background [26, 271 was subtracted from the electron 
spectra. In this kind of treatment it is assumed that the background is constant for all 
energy losses and the constructed background is set to match the experimental speo 
trum at some point on the low kinetic energy side of every peak group. It does not 
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take any material-specific differenoes (shakeup, intrinsic excitations, mean free path) 
into account. A better background estimation could be achieved by determining the 
electron energy loss spectrum and using a deconvolution procedure [28] or using 
a 'universal' cross section [29] to determine the shape of the inelastically scattered 
background following a peak. However, a simpler treatment described above seemed 
to be good enough for our purposes. The energy calibration of the spectra was based 
on the binding energies taken from the study of Riviere et ul [30]. 

The original electron spectra of La measured with photon energies 100 eV, 
101.7 eV, 105 eV, 110 eV, 113 eV, 116 eV, 119.5 eV and 140 eV are displayed in 
figure 1. The shape of the estimated background is also included as a full c w e .  

In order to visualize the changes in the intensities of different decay channels 
the pure photoelectron spectrum was measured with 100 eV photons (well below 
aU resonance energies) and subtracted from the resonance spectra. Intensities were 
normalized relative to the small 0 2p line (at about 6 eV binding energy) whose 
intensity should not vav in this photon energy region. 

<4%. . 
c -* I 
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Figure 2. Ihe electron yield specmm of La. 

In the electron yield spectrum of La (figure 2) we can see a broad strong maximum 
at the photon energy of aboh  119 eV and a weak sharp peak at the photon energy 
of 101.7 e\! The broad maximum is identilied as a resonance excitation from the 
ground state to the excited state 4dY4f1('P,) (giant resonance) and the sharp peak as 
an excitation to the excited state 4dY4f1(3D,) [5,3I]. The binding energies of La 4d 
core level are 102.5 eV (4dSl2) and 105.3 eV (4d3/,) 1301. The 4dY4f'(3D,) resonance 
state is thus below the first 4d threshold energy, whereas the main giant resonance is 
clearly above the 4d ionization energies. 

Figure 3 displays the electron spectrum of La measured with 140 eV photon en- 
ergy. Strong peaks can be seen around 55-65 eV and 75-84 eV kinetic energies, their 
maxima being at 61.0 eV and 82.1 eV. These structures originate from Auger tran- 
sitions N4,s02,302,3 and N4,,02,,V, respectively [30,32]. The smaller broad structure 
around 98 eV resulIs also from an Auger process (N4,5W)r but the rest of the peaks 
are caused by direct photoemission from the outer orbitals (5s. Sp, and valence). 

Figure 4 shows the electron spectra of La measured with photon energies 101.7 eV, 
105 eV, 110 eV, 113 eV, 116 eV and 119.5 eV together with the normalized pure pho- 
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Fiiurc 3. me normal Auger spectrum of La measured with 140 eV photons. 

toelectron spectrum. The corresponding ‘difference’ spectra are shown in figure 5. In 
the pure photoelectron spectrum there are three different l i e  groups: 5s photoemis- 
sion structure around 35 eV binding energy, 5pIlz and 5p3,2 photoemission structure 
around 20 eV and 17 eV binding energies, and valence photoemission line at about 
1 eV binding energy. In the spectrum taken at 101.7 eV photon energy strong en- 
hancement can be seen around 4636 eV and 25-15 eV binding energies, the maxima 
of these stuctures being at 39.1 eV and 19.5 eV binding energies (626 eV and 822 eV 
kinetic energies, respectively). These new structures correspond to the main Auger 
peaks, but because the excitation energy is now below the 4d ionization limit, the 
excited electron is expected to remain as a spectator during the decay process- The 
Coulomb interaction involving the spectator electron leads to a slight energy shift of 
1.6 -+ 0.3 eV towards higher kinetic energies in the case of N4,502,302,3 resonance 
transition. The effect is similar to the one found earlier in the case of rare gases and 
some molecules and in contradiction with the results of Aono et a1 [19] who found 
the shift to be towards lower kinetic energies. On the other hand no energy shift 
can be observed between the resonance and the normal N4,,OZ,,V transition. This 
seems to indicate that the interaction between the valence band hole and the excited 
4f electron in the final state cancels the change in the Coulomb interaction. 

In the spectrum taken at 105 eV photon energy the resonance Auger structure has 
almost completely vanished appearing only as low, broad structures on the low kinetic 
energy sides of the 5s and 5p photolines. In the next spectra (110 ey 113 ev) the 
5s and 5p photolines as well as valence emission increase compared to the spectrum 
taken at 100 eV photon energy. Some growing Auger structure can also be seen. 
There still seems to be a slight shift (- 0.6 eV at 113 eV photons) in the energy 
of the N O 0  Auger electrons. Thus even though the excitation energy is above the 
4d threshold energy, the excited electron remains bound and affects the outgoing 
Auger electron. When the excitation energy approaches the top of the main giant 
resonance-photon energies 116 eV and 119.5 eV-the Auger transitions begin to 
dominate though autoionization channels (Ss, 5p, and valence emission) are still 
quite strong. No energy shift relative to the Auger electrons can be obsetved. This 
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Figure 4. The electron spectra of La measured with 101.7 cV, 105 eV, 110 eV, 113 cV, 
116 eV and 1195 eV photons. The full curve compondf to the reference spectrum 
measured wilh 100 eV photons. 

indicates that near and at the main resonance energy the excited 4f electron becomes 
less localized and interacts with the continuum so strongly that it can lead to ionization 
and the excited state decays also through a normal Auger process. 

4. Conclusions 

We have studied the decay channels of solid lanthanum after excitation with different 
photon energies covering the the 4d -). (4f,tf) giant resonance region. The results 
indicate that in the excitation to the 4dY 4f1 state (3D1) (101.7 ev) the excited electron 
remains as a spectator and the state decays almost entirely through N,,50z,,0z,, and 
N.,,O,,,V resonance Auger processes. The kinetic energy shift relative to the normal 
Auger energies was found to be 1.6 eV for N O 0  processes whereas no shift was 
observed for NOV processes. 

The principal decay channels at photon energies corresponding to the low energy 
side of the main giant resonance are 4dY 4f' 5s2 -). 4d1° 5s'. 4dY 4f1 5p6 -). 4d1'5pS, and 
4dy4f1V5 -+ 4dlUv appearing in the experimental spectra as enhanced intensities 
of 5s, 5p, and valence structure. But when the excitation energy increases Auger 
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Figum 5. The 'difference' spectra of b. 

processes begin to dominate. The NO0 Auger electrons have a slight energy shift 
which together with the strenght of the autoionization processes indicates that the 
resonance has a very discrete character at the onset of the main resonance. 
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